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Credit Guarantee System of Small and Medium-sized Enterprise(SME) in 
Fujian Province developed with and contributed to rapid regional economy 
progress. However, CGS’ imparity status with banks as well as imbalance between 
risk and profit prohibits its sustainable development. Even some illegal problems 
happened due to cut-throat competition. A deep thought and sharp reform in the 
CGS industry is urgent.  
This dissertation first studies present situation of CGS industry in Fujian as an 
overlook. Then the thesis puts 15 provincial guarantee companies into financial and 
strategy analysis aiming at uncovering hidden threatens of CGS industry. At the 
same time, we point out credit guarantee is a common business practices which can 
only be led out its best under market rules. The older “one body two wings” system 
calls for perfection, which means a wider commercial source, a more dedicate 
funding system, as well as a more effective management skill, during overcoming 
the obstacles of high-risk business model and limited funding source. 
 This thesis uses theories of strategy management, financial analysis and 
business model as fundamentals, applying SWOT analysis to conclude a 
differentiation strategy in search of sustainable development path for CGS. We also 
investigate successful cases as reference, proposing a commercial fund raising 
system by using equity funding theory. 
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